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PI TUA SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2011-2012 


California State University Fresno Beta Gamma  


 


A.              Initiations 


At the beginning of the fall and spring semesters, candidates within the top 25% of the junior 
class and 35% of the senior class where invited to pledge for membership. Students wishing to 
pledge where then required to attend informational meetings, at least one social event, and were 
also required to complete approximately 5 hours of community service at an event sponsored by 
our local chapter. Pledges were also required to introduce themselves and obtain the signatures 
of all of the department professors as well as all of the current officers and at least 5 non-officer 
members. Initiates were then finally tasked with polishing a Pi Tau Sigma key and mounting it 
onto a decorated plaque. Pledges meeting all requirements were then inducted into our local 
chapter in a ceremony at the end of the semester. The initiation ceremony was conducted in a 
conference room on campus where the President and Vice president read through the Pi Tau 
Sigma induction script with the Pi Tau Sigma flag and symbol displayed in the background. 
Initiates were asked to reply to the appropriate queues in the script, including the pledge to 
uphold the American Society of Mechanical Engineering code of ethics and also a pledge to 
uphold the standards expected of a Pi Tau Sigma engineer. Candidates were then instructed how 
to perform the official Pi Tau Sigma handshake, were pinned with the Pi Tau Sigma seal, and 
were asked to sign the member book. General body elections for all officer positions then took 
place at the commencement of the ceremony where all new initiates where encouraged to run for 
officer positions. Subsequent to the initiation ceremony and officer elections, all new initiates 
were then acknowledged at an honors banquet recognizing all on campus engineering honors 
societies. The fall initiation ceremony took place on December 2, 2011 where 5 new members 
were inducted, and the spring initiation ceremony took place on May 11, 2012 where 8 new 
members were inducted, one of which is a new advisor.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


B.              Chapter Activities 


Social and community service events were organized for members and candidates in both the fall 
and spring semesters. During the fall semester the officers hosted a game night.  All of the 
candidates were in attendance, as well as all the officers and some previously inducted members.  
The candidates had a couple of options for their community service.  One of the events was 
Mathematics, Engineering & Science Achievement (MESA) Saturday academies.  MESA has 
the candidates working with junior high and high school students, teaching them and 
participating in engineering based projects.  Another option was for the candidates to participate 
at the ME-1 competition.  We also had one student participate in Buchanan High School’s 
robotic team, helping them build, program their robot.  Lastly the last community event available 
to the candidates was Make A Difference day.                 
 
During the spring semester, our pledges participated in a team oriented game night to fulfill their 
social event requirement, which also was our member event.  The game night was a fantastic 
event, which allowed current members to meet the candidates as well as have fun and have 
dinner provided.  If the members and candidates couldn’t attend the game night, a evening at 
Skywalk was planned.  Skywalk is an indoor trampoline facility, with dodgeball. The Pi Tau 
Sigma sponsored community service event for the spring semester involved participating in an 
on campus MESA (Mathematics Engineering Science Achievement) event. The event was 
organized by the on campus Fresno State MESA department and consisted of various student 
design competitions being performed by students ranging from the elementary to high school 
level. Pi Tau Sigma volunteers at this event served as judges and activity supervisors.   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2014-2015 
 


Fresno State Beta Gamma 
 


A. Initiations 
 


The Fresno State Beta Gamma chapter held two initiations this year, one during the 
Fall 2014 semester on 11 December  2014 and the other during the Spring 2015 semester 
on 07 May 2015.  Six members were initiated in Fall 2014 and seven members were 
initiated in Spring 2015 using a three-step initiation process, as follows: 


First, invitations were sent out at the beginning of each semester to eligible students 
meeting the minimum criteria for joining Pi Tau Sigma (i.e., top 25% of eligible ME 
juniors and top 35% of eligible ME seniors). 


Second, eligible students who accepted invitations then began the next step of our 
initiation process; which requires potential initiates to attend two social events held by 
Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter as well as accumulate at least eight hours of 
community service. Initiates also had to collect the signatures of all Mechanical 
Engineering faculty, current officers of Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter, and seven 
non-officer members of the Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter.  The final part of this step 
was for potential initiates to prepare a plaque on which is mounted a polished key of Pi 
Tau Sigma. 


The third step of the initiation process was the actual initiation of eligible students. 
Potential initiates who had completed the first two steps were invited to our initiation 
ceremony, which was held the week prior to final examinations of each semester. The 
initiation ceremony began with the collection of the plaques with polished keys, the 
signed signature sheets, and the initiation fees. Initiates were then blindfolded and led 
around the Engineering buildings for about 10 minutes before being led into the initiation 
room. The purpose of this is to disorient the initiates and get them in the proper mindset 
for the ceremony. The initiates were then seated in the room in the presence of the current 
officers, members, and faculty. The initiation ceremony of the Fresno State Beta Gamma 
Chapter follows the traditional initiation ceremony to preserve the Pi Tau Sigma 
tradition.  Once the ceremony is completed, and the initiates are given full membership 
into Pi Tau Sigma, they are taught the handshake of Pi Tau Sigma which is immediately 
followed by the election of next year’s officers. 


An all-honors banquet for the Lyles College of Engineering is organized the Tau Beta 
Pi California Rho Chapter and is held at a local restaurant the night of each initiation to 
celebrate all the initiates from all the engineering honor societies of CSU, Fresno, 
including Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter  of Pi Tau Sigma.  


 
B. Chapter Activities 


 
In the previous year the Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter has participated and held 


multiple events that focused on building the foundation of our honor society.  







The most frequent event held were study nights in the campus library (16 Oct 2014, 
17 March 2015, and 30 April 2015). These study nights were open to all members and 
potential initiates of Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter and provided an opportunity to 
network with other dedicated engineering students attending CSU, Fresno. 


Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter also volunteered at the various Saturday MESA 
days held on the Fresno State campus (18 Oct 2014, 15 Nov 2014, 06 Dec 2014, 07 
March 2015). We volunteered for MESA to promote the study of math, engineering, and 
science to local junior high and high school students. Members who volunteered to lead 
activities for the students throughout the day and helped guide them towards success. 


 Scavenger hunts were held each semester to give potential initiates the opportunity to 
become acquainted with one another and build leadership skills while experiencing a fun 
night out at the mall (11 Nov 2014 and 14 March 2015). 


Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter started a new event during the Spring 2015 
semester where current members got together with potential initiates for a night with the 
purpose of preparing their plaques with polished PTS key for initiation. Members helped 
give initiates advice based upon their own experiences polishing their own keys and 
plaques (16 April 2015). 


General chapter meetings were held frequently during the Spring 2015 semester and 
helped officers determine in which direction to guide the chapter in.  


On 17 March 2015, various chapter officers from across the nation (including the 
president of Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter) who attended the 2015 100th Annual Pi 
Tau Sigma Convention at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign discussed the 
different topics that were brought up including what a chapter can implement to become 
more successful.  For Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter , one of the most notable ideas 
from this meeting was to start the formation of a corporate packet to help bring Pi Tau 
Sigma members and local businesses closer. This packet would allow easy access of 
resumes to potential employers. 


On 24 March 2015 the idea of amending the Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter 
constitution was discussed in order to make the chapter more efficient and allow it to 
grow quicker. Members opted to vote on what to add during the next meeting. 


At the follow-up meeting on 30 April 2015, members voted to amend the constitution 
to add a few new policies and to create a new officer position, Alumni Chair.  A notable 
policy change was the addition of a perquisite for the presidential position. In order to be 
elected as president, an individual must have already held another officer position for at 
least one semester.  The new officer position of Alumni Chair handles communications 
between the chapter and alumni so as to create a network of PTS members outside of 
CSU, Fresno. The Alumni Chair is also in charge of Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter’s 
Facebook and LinkedIn accounts as well as forming the corporate packet and 
sponsorship.   
  







 
Members of Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter attending one of the many study 


nights held during the Spring 2015 semester. 
 


 
Initiates and officers of Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter after the scavenger hunt 


on 11 Nov 2014 







 


 
Initiates of Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter and Tau Beta Pi California Rho after 


the scavenger hunt on 14 March 2015 


 
The newly initiated members of Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter for Fall 2014 







 


 
The initiated members of Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter for Spring 2015 


 


 
Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter President, Alex Suarez, at Centennial 2015 


Annual Pi Tau Sigma Convention in March 2015 (Alex is far right, front row) 








Annual Chapter Report 
2018 - 2019 


California State University (CSU)  
Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter 


 
A. Initiations 


Only the students who have achieved the class standing of Junior, 60-89 units 
completed at the university, or Senior standing, 90 units or above completed at the 
university, are considered eligible for membership in PTS. Out of the junior and senior 
standing mechanical engineering students at CSU Fresno, only the top 25% of juniors and 
top 35% of seniors are eligible to receive membership into our chapter. A minimum 
cumulative GPA requirement of 3.25 is also in effect for potential initiates. The PTS 
Fresno State Beta Gamma faculty advisor creates the eligibility list and gives the final list 
to the chapter president each semester. Once the list has been given to the chapter 
president, the entire officer team schedules meeting times for potential members in the 
Henry Madden Library on campus where a presentation about Pi Tau Sigma, its history, 
the requirements for the Beta Gamma chapter, and the benefit of initiating into this 
society are given. The officer team typically comes up with a scheduled meeting 
opportunity for potential members at least once a day within a chosen week. If any 
potential member who is interested in receiving more information about joining and is 
unable to attend any of the set informational meeting times, special accommodations are 
made for the individual to ensure that each potential member has an equal opportunity to 
join and no one is dettered. After the official informational meeting times have been set, 
the vice president and president split the duties in sending out personalized and formal 
email invitations to each potential member each semester. An example of the email 
template used to send to initiates this past academic year can be found in section C of this 
report. 


Each potential member who is interested in going through the Beta Gamma 
initiation process must complete several tasks before the initiation day set at the end of 
the semester:: i) complete eight hours of community service, four of which must be 
volunteering for MESA Saturday Academies, ii) attend two social events, iii) complete 
the signature sheet (ME faculty, chapter officers, active non-officer members of PTS), iv) 
polish and mount the PTS brass key, v) submit an up-to-date resume, vi) pay initiation 
fees, and vii) attend initiation ceremony.  


The community service requirement aspect of the initiation process is very 
important to the Beta Gamma chapter and we continue to encourage our members to give 
back to the community once they have completed the initiation process and become full 
members of PTS.  Each semester there are at least two opportunities to serve at the 
MESA day Saturday Academies. At these academies, the PTS members lead science and 
engineering related workshops and activities for local junior high through high school 
students. These students compete against one another in teams and they have the 
opportunity to qualify to compete in regional, state, and national competitions. The Beta 
Gamma chapter has been involved in fostering this event held at the Lyles College of 
Engineering (LCOE) for many years and will continue to support its efforts in the years 
to come. Another great community service opportunity that occurs on campus, is the 







Central California Engineering Design Challenge (CCEDC), a  freshman engineering 
design competition that occurs in both the Fall and Spring semesters. In the CCEDC, 
freshman from introductory mechanical engineering programs at local universities and 
community colleges (up to five different schools, over 300 students comprising 80 teams) 
compete for the best overall design and performance. The competition includes 
submitting an expensed requisition form for the build materials, meeting all the specified 
design requirements to compete, fabricating a device to compete from the requisitioned 
material within the allocated time, competing in the event in order to maximize profit by 
gaining revenue through longest distance, lowest weight, faster time and/or other 
performance parameters depending on the particular challenge for that semester. The 
Beta Gamma chapter not only provides volunteers for the CCEDC each semester, but 
they financially support the event. Many cost factors go into running this event including, 
snacks and lunch for all of the contestants and volunteers, materials for the designed 
products themselves,  and renting the building tables, chairs and space to conduct the 
competition. Between these two different community service opportunities, members are 
typically able to meet the eight hour requirement without additional activities; however, 
some initiates and members chose to also be a part of local community service 
opportunities. For this academic year we had individuals participate in helping at the 
Poverello House and the Art of Life Cancer Foundation. The Poverello House provides 
shelter and food for homeless people in the community and the Art of Life Cancer 
Foundation provides activities for individuals and families who have been affected by 
cancer as another form of a healing opportunity. Images that capture Beta Gamma 
members volunteering at community service events can all be found in section C of this 
report. 


The officer team creates a calendar of events for each semester that typically 
includes at least three to four event opportunities each month. Some of these events are 
hosted by other engineering clubs on campus and are used as a way for networking and 
connecting PTS members and initiates with not only practicing mechanical engineers 
who are members of PTS, but also other non PTS engineers and even outside of the 
mechanical engineering discipline. Some clubs that we’ve partnered with this year 
include American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Tau Beta Pi (TBP), Society 
of Women Engineers (SWE), Society of Asian Scientists and Engineers (SASE), Society 
of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE), and Association of Energy Engineers- 
SunDogs (AEE). Since we know that everyone is busy with school work, clubs, and other 
extracurricular events, we only require that potential members to attend two of these 
social events. One event that is mandatory for initiates is the scavenger hunt meeting. At 
this meeting, initiates are given a list of riddles and two hours to find and take a picture of 
the answer to the riddle. The winner with the most correct answers and quickest solve 
time receives a small prize. This event is held every semester at Woodward Park, a 340 
acre park that is about ten minutes driving distance from the campus. It is also at this 
event where potential member receive the brass PTS key and wood plaque. Even though 
only two social events are required, we always encourage initiates to attend as many as 
they can to help them grow a strong network of engineering friends. To keep our 
members active, the officer team assigns points to all of the scheduled events and a 
member is required to achieve at least 50 Dog Bone points each semester to retain  active 







chapter member status. Chapter members who fail to meet this requirement are labeled as 
inactive and are unable to run for an officer position. A full list and description of the 
events held this academic year can be found in the following section of the report that 
details the chapter activities. 


The signature sheet that is required for initiation into the Beta Gamma chapter, 
requires the signatures of the officers for that semester, ten mechanical engineering 
department professors, and seven non-officer members of the chapter. This is required of 
initiates, so that they have the “opportunity” to get to know professors and members 
before initiating into PTS. Many of the professors will even require the initiates to answer 
the question of why they believe initiating into Pi Tau Sigma will be beneficial to them 
before they will give their signature. These signature sheets are collected the day of 
initiation each semester.  


The brass PTS key and wood plaque are given to the potential member about 
mid-semester. The initiates are required to polish the brass key and mount it to either the 
decorated wood plaque or to other material that they have formed into similar dimensions 
as the provided plaque. The reward for having the best polished key and best plaque is 
that the initiate has their initiation fee refunded  and are only required to pay the honors 
society banquet fee. The votes for the best plaque and key are cast by the officer team 
during initiation and the winner is revealed at the end of the ceremony. After the 
ceremony, the plaques and keys are put on display in the Pi Tau Sigma display case at the 
entrance to the engineering building. Students can opt to have their plaques and keys 
returned to them the semester in which they graduate, or they can choose to donate it to 
the chapter to remain in the display case. Examples of what the initiates did these past 
two semesters are shown later in this report. 


A resume submission is required for every potential member, and if an individual 
does not complete all of the initiation requirements within a semester and chooses to 
initiate in a following semester, a new updated resume is required before the initiation 
process can commence. At all of the professional networking events held throughout the 
academic year these resumes are then put on a flash-drive and given to potential 
employers. The employers then review all of the resumes and interview those who have 
the right qualifications and potential for their open positions. Most of the positions 
offered are internships with the potential to be hired part-time or full-time afterwards. 


Each potential member is required to pay their lifetime dues at the time of 
initiation. These dues help cover expenses for the national organization, Beta Gamma 
chapter, and the honors society banquet that is held every semester with the other 
engineering honor society organizations that have chapters at the Lyles College of 
Engineering at California State University Fresno [i.e, Tau Beta Pi (all engineering), Eta 
Kappa Nu (electrical and computer engineering), Chi Epsilon (civil engineering) in 
addition to Pi Tau Sigma (mechanical engineering)] . 


Initiation starts with a gathering of all potential members followed by collection 
of the polished and mounted PTS brass keys, completed signature sheets, and 
membership fees. The potential members are then blindfolded and instructed to stay in a 
line guided by a PTS member, while being led through the engineering complex until the 
initiation room is prepared. When the initiates arrive at the darkened, initiation room they 
are guided to their seats. The ceremony is conducted by the current chapter president and 







vice president who read from the PTS initiation booklet and recite the ASME code of 
ethics and canons.  Initiates are asked to respond accordingly. The only light in the 
darkened room is from the reading lamps for the president and vice president and the 
projection monitor that displays the PTS crest and key. The initiation ceremony ends with 
initiates becoming members after signing the membership roll book and performing the 
PTS handshake with the attendees of the initiation, including active members, officers, 
and faculty. The winner of the most creatively-mounted key plaque is announced and 
chapter officers for the next semester are elected. An all-engineering honors banquet 
organized by California Rho chapter of Tau Beta Pi is held the evening of the initiation 
and includes members of Pi Tau Sigma (PTS), Tau Beta Pi (TBP), Eta Kappa Nu (HKN), 
and Chi Epsilon (CE). The Fall 2018 initiation was held on Thursday, December 13, 
2018 and welcomed four student members and one honorary member to PTS. The Spring 
2019 initiation was held on Thursday, May 9, 2019 and welcomed five student members 
of PTS. 


B. Chapter Activities 
         The Fall 2018 PTS Beta Gamma activities included seventeen (17) different events. 
The academic year was kicked off in August with a Beta Gamma officer meeting where 
the semester schedule was thoroughly planned out. The first events of the semester were 
held in September and included, the Lyle’s College of Engineering (LCOE) welcome 
back BBQ, initiate meetings, bowling and billiards night, and the Lyles LCOE Xcape 
room officer council meeting. The welcome back BBQ is an event held every fall by the 
engineering college and showcases all of the engineering clubs, as well as, industry 
partner booths looking to hire engineering students. This event typically contains about a 
fifty booths and PTS is fortunate to get a spot to represent the mechanical engineering 
honor society to be able to encourage younger students to work towards initiation in their 
later years of study. The next round of events were held in October and included: day at 
the park, game night, LCOE officer council meeting, and movie night. Day at the park 
was co-hosted with SunDogs who provided pizza for members that participated. Movie 
night was co-hosted with ASME who graciously allowed us to join them and use their 
reserved on-campus room. November started out with the first MESA day volunteering 
opportunity and the CCEDC competition. The remaining November activities included: 
LCOE officer council meeting, the second game night, study night, and the scavenger 
hunt meeting. December was filled with the second MESA day volunteering opportunity, 
the second study night, the key polishing and plaque decorating night, broomball, Fall 
initiation, and the Fall engineering honors society banquet. 


The Spring 2019 PTS Beta Gamma activities included twenty (20) different 
events. This semester started off in January with a Beta Gamma officer meeting where all 
of the semester events were chosen and a calendar was made available to members. The 
first member events started in February and included Super Bowl party,  LCOE officer 
council meeting, LCOE basketball night, PTS National Convention at Colorado State, 
movie night, and initiate meetings. The Super Bowl party event was a bowling night at 
the university’s bowling alley and members were encouraged to bring guests to the event 
for greater networking. The LCOE basketball night was a night for all engineering 
students to attend and be recognized at the university basketball game, as well as, be 
entered to win sweet prizes through the college. The Beta Gamma chapter was fortunate 







enough to be able to send four members of the officer team to the national convention 
hosted at Colorado State and returned home to share their enriching time with fellow 
members and potential members. March was filled with the professional networking 
night hosted by the collaboration between SHPE, SASE, and SWE, the first MESA day 
volunteering opportunity, Pi Day (co-hosted in the college by LCOE, Tau Beta Pi, and 
PTS all of whom supplied and served pie), LCOE officer council meeting, the beach 
volleyball and BBQ day, the Mechanical Engineering Awards banquet, LCOE battle of 
the engineers competition, scavenger hunt meeting, and study night. The events in April 
included: the CCEDC freshman design event, soccer, the second MESA day volunteering 
opportunity, LCOE officer council meeting, and movie night with ice cream co-hosted 
with Tau Beta Pi. May wrapped up the academic year with events such as broomball, 
study and PTS key polishing night, Spring Initiation, and the Spring engineering honors 
society banquet. 


 
C. Other  


 


Fall officers, members, and initiates at 
initiation 


Fall officer team from left to right: Antonio Fornes  
(Historian), Amanda Nuckols (Vice President), 
 Apolinar Quintero (President),  
Adithya Keshav Mohan (Alumni Chair),  
George Martin (Secretary), Austin Bain (Treasurer) 


 
 


Spring officer team from left to right: 
Bailey Gong (Treasurer), Yerli Cervantes 
(Historian), Amanda Nuckols (President), 


Adithya Keshav Mohan (Alumni Chair), George 
Martin (Secretary), Edward Mendoza (Vice  


Fall officers and members leading the initiates                                President) 
Through the pre-initiation ritual 
  







  
  
  


 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 
 


Spring officers leading the initiates through              Spring initiates decorated plaques and keys 
              the pre-initiation ritual 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


  
Spring officer team at Colorado State for            Beta Gamma officers with other chapter PTS 
National convention                                             members at the New Belgium tour offered 
during 
 .                                             the national convention 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Spring president Amanda Nuckols at the 
Mechanical Engineering Banquet with 
her boyfriend and fellow ME student  







                                                                                           Spring officers exploring Fort Collins 


2018-2019 Initiate Invitation Letter 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               Members hanging out during the Fall  


              Scavenger Hunt Meeting while 
     Scavenger hunt meeting park map                                     initiates search for the answers 


 
 
 
 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Fall president Apolinar Quintero slack-lining during 
the Scavenger Hunt Meeting 


                                                                                                Members at the Fall broomball event 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Members at the Spring broomball event 
 
 


 
Members at the spring study night 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LCOE officer council Xcape room meeting 


 
Members at a Fall game night 







 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


     Beta Gamma members 
        Welcome back BBQ event display booth                                      getting ready for the beach  


                           volleyball game 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


 
           Soccer game that broke out 
           during the beach volleyball  


Beta Gamma and CSU Fresno students at the soccer event                             event 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Members slack-lining at the Fall day at the park 
                               event                                                       Grilling at the beach volleyball event 
                                                                                               to provide members with free burgers 
                                                                                                                    and hot dogs 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CCEDC Fabrication Phase Using Requisitioned             CCEDC finished devices in quarantine  
                                Material                                                                 before competition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CCEDC “field” (start on Left, finish to right)                       CCEDC ready to release the device  
                         with spectators                                                                   to go ramp 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
CCEDC winning team with PTS-BG chief advisor on left 
 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2016-2017 


 


Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter at CSU, Fresno 
 


A. Initiations 
 


Candidates for membership are considered on the basis of class standing. The top 25% of the 


Mechanical Engineering (ME) junior class and the top 35% of the senior ME class are eligible to 


become members. The PTS faculty advisor creates the eligibility list and gives the final list to the 


Fresno State (FS) Beta Gamma chapter president.  Requirements for potential initiates include 


the following: i) complete eight hours of community service, four of which must be volunteering 


for MESA Saturday Academies, ii) attend two social events, iii) complete the signature sheet 


(ME faculty, chapter officers, active non-officer members of PTS), iv) polish and mount the PTS 


brass key, v) submit an up-to-date resume, vi) pay initiation fees, and vii) attend initiation 


ceremony.  
 


Initiation starts with a gathering of all initiates followed by collection of the polished and 


mounted PTS brass keys, completed signature sheets, and membership fees from the initiates. 


The initiates are then blindfolded and instructed to stay in a line guided by a PTS member, while 


being led through the engineering complex until the initiation room is prepared.  When the 


initiates arrive at the darkened, initiation room they are guided to their seats.  The ceremony is 


conducted by the current chapter president and vice president who read from the initiation 


booklet and recite the ASME code of ethics and canons of PTS.  Initiates are asked to respond 


accordingly.  The only light in the darkened room is from the reading lamps for the president and 


vice president and the projection monitor that displays the PTS crest and key.  The initiation 


ceremony ends with initiates becoming members after signing the membership roll book and 


performing the PTS handshake with the attendees of the initiation, including active members, 


officers, and faculty.  The winner of the most creatively-mounted key plaque is announced and 


chapter officers for the next semester are elected.  An all-college honors banquet organized by 


California Rho chapter of Tau Beta Pi is held the evening of the initiation and includes members 


of Pi Tau Sigma (PTS), Tau Beta Pi (TBP), Eta Kappa Nu (HKN), and Chi Epsilon (CE).  
 


The Fall 2016 initiation was held on Thursday, December 8, 2016 and welcomed eleven 


members to PTS.  The Spring 2017 initiation was held on Thursday, May 11, 2017 and 


welcomed four members of PTS. 


 


B. Chapter Activities  
 


Beginning in the Fall 2016 semester, our chapter introduced Dog Bones, which is a system to get 


members more involved in PTS events all semester. This points system includes social events 


being worth 20 points each and volunteering for MESA Saturday Academies is worth 30 points 


each.  Each semester members are required to obtain 50 points in order to keep an active 


membership until their graduation. During the Fall 2016 semester a resume and LinkedIn 


workshop was hosted by PTS FS Beta Gamma chapter.  Before resumes were submitted, this 


workshop gave tips to initiates and members on how to present their resume.  In addition, tailgate 


events were organized by the California Rho chapter of Tau Beta Pi for football and baseball 







games with PTS FS Beta Gamma providing supplies and food as needed. The MESA Saturday 


Academies are held one or two times during each semester and are all-day activities. Members of 


the engineering honor societies interact with middle school and high school students through 


events related to engineering.  A social event each semester is a mandatory scavenger hunt for all 


initiates and is co-organized by PTS FS Beta Gama and Tau Beta Pi California Rho for potential 


initiates in both organizations.  The scavenger hunt is held to give initiates a chance to get to 


know members, officers, and other initiates as they compete to win.  The as-cast PTS keys and 


plaques are distributed to potential initiates at the conclusion of the scavenger hunt and initiates 


are instructed to be creative throughout the semester so as to turn in the finished product on the 


day of initiation. Toward the end of the semester, a key-polishing event is held in an effort to 


give tips on how initiates can produce the shiniest key.  In Spring 2017, a general meeting was 


held to vote on two chapter amendments, both of which passed. The first new amendment states 


that any initiate who does not show up on the day of initiation must be invited back and cannot 


initiate during that semester. The second amendment states that any initiate who submits an 


unfinished key or plaque will be dismissed from initiation.   Also in the Spring 2017 semester, 


three members of Pi Tau Sigma FS Beta Gamma chapter attended the national PTS 2017 


convention at Drexel University in Philadelphia on 24-27 February 2017.  As a chapter we were 


able to take pictures and share our experience with other members.  


 


Top Left: National PTS 2017 convention held at Drexel University in February 2017 


Top Right: Fall 2016 scavenger hunt at Woodward Park in Fresno 


Bottom Right: National PTS 2017 convention held at Drexel University, Independence Hall 


 


                   
 


 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2019-2020 


Harrison Hobbs, President 


California State University, Fresno Beta Gamma 


A. Initiates 


This academic year presented some unique challenges to the officers of the Fresno Beta Gamma 


chapter, but despite this we were able to hold two successful initiations with their own unique 


requirements.  


Selection Process: For our selection process, we were given a list of the top 25% of credited 


Juniors and 35% of credited Seniors in the FSU mechanical engineering program. These students 


were then sent an email at the beginning of the semester to notify them of their qualifications and 


that they are invited to initiate.  


Initiation requirements: This is where we took different paths for the initiation requirements of 


our members. For the 2019 Fall semester, initiates were required to attend at least 2 of our PTS 


social events, our scavenger hunt, complete 8 hours of community service, submit a completed 


resume, collect signatures from all 10 of our mechanical engineering professors, and polish and 


mount the brass key to a wooden plaque. Finally, our initiates had to attend our initiation 


ceremony. Due to complications with transition from on campus to online classes earlier this 


year, there was no possibility to perform the same requirements. Therefore, for the Spring 2020 


semester, the initiates were only required to submit a 1-page typed response about how the PTS 


virtues of Integrity, Service, and Leadership applied to their future engineering careers. They 


were then required to attend our online initiation. 


Initiation: First, initiation fees and plaques were collected from all the initiates. Next, the initiates 


were blindfolded and lead around campus by our officer team, and finally arriving at the 


initiation room. For the initiation ceremony, two officers sat at the end of a long table in a dark 


room and read the parts of the initiation script by lamp light. Upon completion of the initiation, 


new officers were elected. For the 2020 Spring semester, our online ceremony consisted of the 


reading of the different parts of the initiation script by our officers, and an election following the 


completion of initiation. 


In total, we initiated 4 people for Fall 2019, and 4 people for the Spring 2020 Semester. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


Fall 2019 showed our chapters versatility while planning events. We held a wide variety of 


events for our Initiates, from community service opportunities to socials, which allowed us to 


create a welcoming atmosphere for our chapter. For our social events, our chapter put on game 







nights, morning donut socials, study nights, movie nights, and our annual bbq scavenger hunt at 


a local park. At this scavenger hunt, our initiates were tasked with finding different landmarks 


around our large local park. The first initiate to complete it is crowned the champion and gets 


bragging rights for the rest of the semester. It is at this event were we also distribute our keys 


which the initiates will polish before their initiation. For our community service events, our 


initiates were invited to participate in MESA days, a local stem competition geared towards 


teaching elementary and middle school students about Math, Engineering, and Science. 


Additionally, some of our initiates participated in other outside community service events to 


meet their service requirement.  


 


Spring 2020 presented a new set of challenges for recruiting initiates due to COVID-19. Our 


chapter was planning on distributing paper letters signed by our department leader, but we were 


cut short of our goal due to the entire campus being sent home by the University. Additionally, 


most of our planned online social events fell through from lack of response from initiates. 


Despite this, we were still able to reach out successfully to 4 initiates by the end of the year and 


we initiated them into our chapter this last May. Additionally, one of our officers, Spike 


Roseman, was able to attend the 2020 Pi Tau Sigma  National Conference. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Our Online initiation for Spring 2020, including our advisors, officers, and 4 initiates 


 







 


Our Officer Team and half our initiates after our 2019 Fall Initiation 


 


 








PI TUA SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2010-2011 


California State University Fresno Beta Gamma  


 


A.              Initiations 


At the beginning of the fall and spring semesters, candidates within the top 25% of the junior 


class and 35% of the senior class where invited to pledge for membership. Students wishing to 


pledge where then required to attend informational meetings, at least one social event, and were 


also required to complete approximately 5 hours of community service at an event sponsored by 


our local chapter. Pledges were also required to introduce themselves and obtain the signatures 


of all of the department professors as well as all of the current officers and at least 5 non-officer 


members. Initiates were then finally tasked with polishing a Pi Tau Sigma key and mounting it 


onto a decorated plaque. Pledges meeting all requirements were then inducted into our local 


chapter in a ceremony at the end of the semester. The initiation ceremony was conducted in a 


conference room on campus where the President and Vice president read through the Pi Tau 


Sigma induction script with the Pi Tau Sigma flag and symbol displayed in the background. 


Initiates were asked to reply to the appropriate queues in the script, including the pledge to 


uphold the American Society of Mechanical Engineering code of ethics and also a pledge to 


uphold the standards expected of a Pi Tau Sigma engineer. Candidates were then instructed how 


to perform the official Pi Tau Sigma handshake, were pinned with the Pi Tau Sigma seal, and 


were asked to sign the member book. General body elections for all officer positions then took 


place at the commencement of the ceremony where all new initiates where encouraged to run for 


officer positions. Subsequent to the initiation ceremony and officer elections, all new initiates 


were then acknowledged at an honors banquet recognizing all on campus engineering honors 


societies. The fall initiation ceremony took place on December 9, 2010 where 19 new members 


were inducted, and the spring initiation ceremony took place on May 13, 2011 where 5 new 


members were inducted. 


 


B.              Chapter Activities 


Social and community service events were organized for members and candidates in both the fall 


and spring semesters. During the fall semester, our candidate social event consisted of a 


scavenger hunt around a local shopping center where candidates where split into groups and 


prizes were provided for the winning teams. The Pi Tau Sigma sponsored community service 


events for the fall semester included “Make A Difference Day” and also the Central California 


Engineering Design Competition at Willow International. The “Make A Difference Day” event 


was coordinated by the Richter Center Office (part of CSU Fresno). Two community service 


projects were performed during “Make A Difference Day”, and both of which had approximately 


10 Pi Tau Sigma candidates in attendance. The first took place at McKenzie Table Mountain, 


and entailed clearing trails under the direction of Sierra Foothill Conservancy. The second took 







place at Rotary Storyland Park and consisted of doing general maintenance for the park. The 


third community service event, the Central California Engineering Design Competition, was a 


design competition for underclassmen in introductory design courses. That year, the design 


challenge was to make a small wind-powered vehicle. Pi Tau Sigma members and candidates 


served as judges for the competition. 


 


During the spring semester, our pledges participated in a team oriented game of Frisbee to fulfill 


their social event requirement. Similarly, our first member event took place during the spring 


semester where all active members were invited to a pot luck event on campus. The Pi Tau 


Sigma sponsored community service event for the spring semester involved participating in an 


on campus MESA (Mathematics Engineering Science Achievement) event. The event was 


organized by the on campus Fresno State MESA department and consisted of various student 


design competitions being performed by students ranging from the elementary to high school 


level. Pi Tau Sigma volunteers at this event served as judges and activity supervisors. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








 


PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
2012-2013 


California State University, Beta Gamma 


A. Initiations  


This year we continued with our regular initiation procedure. This procedure requires that 


initiates preform the required amount of volunteer hours and attend the required amount of social 


events. There are 8 required volunteer hours per initiate with 4 of these hours being done with our local 


MESA society here on campus. New this year we had the option for initiates to participate, with the 


other honors societies such as Tau Beta Pi, SWEE (Society of Women Engineers) in on campus programs 


like Green days and Vintage Days. As a requirement all new initiates must attend initiates night where 


we hold our Engineering tournament and key night. (Described below)  


Also in accordance with national standard all of 


our initiates must meet the minimum GPA of 3.00 and 


also be in the top 15% of the Mechanical Engineering 


department for juniors and the top 25% for seniors. This 


year we had 9 initiates total bringing our total members 


to 50 members. This year’s ceremony involved the 


standard elections and vows followed by the banquet 


dinner later that night to celebrate new initiates. (Please 


see below)  


B. Chapter Activities  


Green Days  


Some of our initiates joined with other honors societies to help clean up local parks. We joined 


with TBP (Tau Beta Pi) and SWEE (Society of Women Engineers). Volunteer worked 4 hours each 


cleaning local parks.  


 


Vintage Days  


Our chapter help set up our on campus carnival known as Vintage days. We also participated 


with SHPE (Society of Hispanic and professional Engineers) in running a food booth were we sold tacos 


and burritos. 


  


MESA Volunteering  


All initiates are required to put in 4 hours of work helping the local MESA program on campus. 


Initiates help out with teaching the high school students that come to campus about engineering and 


about the college experience. They also help set up engineering events for the students.  


 


 


 


Figure 1(Members Present) 







 


 


Game Nights  


We held two game nights this year where we as a 


society took time to enjoy some friendly games such as life, 


risk, and this year we made a giant jenga game to play. On one 


of these nights we had a friendly volleyball game and hotdogs. 


To the right is a picture of us playing giant jenga on one of our 


many game nights. 


Scavenger Hunt/Key Night (April 17th, 2013 @ 6pm)  


The Scavenger hunt involved the giant jenga we made earlier 


in the year. We put numbers on the blocks. The numbers 


corresponded to numbers on the scavenger list. After pulling 


blocks the teams were sent off to find the items listed on the 


scavenger hunt list. The winning team was the team that could 


find the most things on their list in the quickest time. The 


winners were awarded prizes.  


At the end of the night we (The 


officers) surprised the initiates 


with the task of digging up their 


PTS keys. The initiates dig up their brass keys and are then set with the task 


to polish the keys and design a plaque to set them on by initiation night.  


 


 


 


Engineering Tournament (April 27th, 2013 @ 3pm)  


The engineering tournament consisted of a friendly Co-ed football game, along with the teams 


working on small engineering project. The project this year was to launch and land an ESTES rocket 


safely. Bonuses for highest launch. Teams were given simple materials to make a landing device for the 


provided ESTES rockets  


 


Initiation Night (May 9th, 2013 @ 3pm)  


This is the night in which our initiates show up with their polished keys on plaques. We take our 


initiates on a blindfolded walk around the engineering building and bring them up to the conference 


room where they recite to pledge to honor and uphold the standards of the Beta Gamma chapter of Pi 


Tau Sigma. We then teach them our two fingered left hand shake. After all the initiation is done we 


begin to vote on best presented plaque. The winner gets their initiation fees back. We then welcome the 


new members to the society and begin to vote on next year’s officers. All are allowed to participate in 


nominations and voting.  


 


Figure 2(Giant Jenga) 


Figure 3 (Initiates Digging for Keys) 


Figure 4 (Initiate after finding key) 







 


 


C. Other  


 


Figure 5 (Old Officers) 


Figure 6 (New Officers) 








 


 


PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2015-2016 
 


 California State University, Fresno Beta Gamma 
 


 A. Initiations 
 


Pi Tau Sigma Fresno State Beta Gamma (PTS-FSBG) chapter, candidates for membership are selected 
on the basis of their ranking within their classes: top 25% of the junior class and top 35% of the senior class, 
respectively. Initiates are required to complete 8 hours of community service, attend two social events, submit 
their resume, complete a signature sheet (faculty, current members, officers), polish and mount the Pi Tau 
Sigma key, pay dues, and attend initiation. Four hours of the community service must come from MESA (Math, 
Engineering, Science Achievement) Saturday Academy or another engineering base outreach activity, while the 
other four hours are up to the initiate regarding type of service. Additionally, the scavenger hunt, which is a 
partnership between members of Tau Beta Pi California Rho chapter and our PTS-FSBG chapter, is a required 
event for all initiates and counts toward the requirement of two social events for the semester. Resume 
submission was added this year in preparation for our corporate packets, which we hope to launch in academic 
year 2016-17. The corporate packets are intended to help those still finishing degrees to obtain internships, with 
the potential of job opportunities upon graduation. 
 Initiation begins with a gathering of all the initiates in a designated area followed by the collection of i) 
plaques with adhered, polished keys, ii) chapter dues, and iii) signature sheets. Initiates are told to bring a tie, 
which is used to blindfold them as they are led around the engineering complex while the initiation room is 
being prepared by senior officers.  Once the blindfolded initiates arrive at the darkened initiation room and have 
been seated, the president and vice president read the passages from initiation script aloud to the initiates seated 
on the opposite end of the room. The projected crest and seal are shown and explained to the initiates, the 
ASME code of ethics and fundamental canons of Pi Tau Sigma are recited to demonstrate the importance of 
fundamentals of the society. Membership is conferred to each initiate once they sign the membership book and 
are taught the Pi Tau Sigma handshake. Following the initiation, a joint banquet is held with the fellow 
engineering honor societies on campus: Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, and Chi Epsilon. 
 The Fall 2015 initiation, held on December 10, 2015, welcomed 12 members to Pi Tau Sigma while the 
spring 2016 initiation, held on May 12, 2016, ushered in 7 members. 
 


 B. Chapter Activities 
 


In the Fall semester, various social events are organized for members and initiates alike. Members are 
encouraged to attend the annual co-hosted events with Tau Beta Pi California Rho chapter, which include the 
football tailgate and Skywalk trampoline center.  Both events prove to have the largest turn out for both initiates 
and current members. Initiates are welcomed at these events but also encouraged to attend events designed 
specifically for them. Each semester a key-polishing event is held for initiates to come and work on their keys 
while receiving tips from officers regarding creativity and shine-ability. The key-polishing event is always held 
after the scavenger hunt, which is where initiates receive the Pi Tau Sigma key and mounting plaque. Each 
semester, a scavenger hunt is co-hosted with Tau Beta Pi California Rho chapter, to encourage interaction 
between the various engineering honors societies and increase participation due to the duplication of initiates 
between the societies; however, Pi Tau Sigma leads the event with location coordination as well as creating the 
list in which initiates must follow for the hunt.  
 The Spring semester brings about a few different events due to the season change. Each spring, Pi Tau 
Sigma participates in the Lyles College of Engineering basketball night.   This year PTS-FSBG hosted BBQ 
followed by attendance of a Fresno State baseball game. Also, for the first time in our chapter’s history we were 
able to fund 12 members to attend the PTS National Conference due to the proximity of our university to the 
conference location at USC.  This gave us the largest non-local presence at the event! 







 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Above left: Initiate Scavenger hunt at Fashion Fair Mall in Fresno. Above right: PTS-Fresno 
State Beta Gamma attendees at Universal Studios City Walk after the conclusion of the PTS 
National Conference at USC.  
 
 


Above left: Conference attendees in front of USC’s Viterbi School of Engineering. Above right: 
Conference attendees in front of fountain at USC. Below: Fresno State baseball tailgate BBQ 
 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2017-2018 


Fresno State Beta Gamma Chapter at CSU, Fresno  


A. Initiations 


Candidates for membership are considered on the basis of class standing. The top 25% of 


the Mechanical Engineering (ME) junior class and the top 35% of the senior ME class are eligible 


to become members. The PTS faculty advisor creates the eligibility list and gives the final list to the 


Fresno State (FS) Beta Gamma chapter president. Requirements for potential initiates include 


the following: i) complete eight hours of community service, four of which must be volunteering 


for MESA Saturday Academies, ii) attend two social events, iii) complete the signature sheet 


(ME faculty, chapter officers, active non-officer members of PTS), iv) polish and mount the PTS 


brass key, v) submit an up-to-date resume, vi) pay initiation fees, and vii) attend initiation 


ceremony.  


Initiation starts with a gathering of all initiates followed by collection of the polished and 


mounted PTS brass keys, completed signature sheets, and membership fees from the initiates. The 


initiates are then blindfolded and instructed to stay in a line guided by a PTS member, while being 


led through the engineering complex until the initiation room is prepared. When the initiates arrive 


at the darkened, initiation room they are guided to their seats. The ceremony is conducted by the 


current chapter president and vice president who read from the initiation booklet and recite the 


ASME code of ethics and canons of PTS. Initiates are asked to respond accordingly. The only light 


in the darkened room is from the reading lamps for the president and vice president and the 


projection monitor that displays the PTS crest and key. Initiation is complete after all initiates agree 


to become members, and sign the membership roll book. After signatures are complete, the lights 


are turned on and the initiates are welcomed by members and faculty with the PTS secret handshake. 


Afterwards, everyone is asked to be seated. The most creative plaque is presented and the initiate 


who fashioned it does not have to pay initiation fees. Following, the next semester’s officers are 


elected. An all-college honors banquet organized by California Rho chapter of Tau Beta Pi is held 


the evening of the initiation and includes members of Pi Tau Sigma (PTS), Tau Beta Pi (TBP), Eta 


Kappa Nu (HKN), and Chi Epsilon (CE).  


The Fall 2017 initiation was held on Thursday, December 7, 2017 and welcomed 15 members 


to PTS. The Spring 2018 initiation was held on Thursday, May 10, 2018 and welcomed 7 members 


of PTS. 


 


B. Chapter Activity 


Since 2017, the chapter started using a system called “Dog Bones.” In order for members to 


maintain membership in the chapter, they are required to earn 50 Dog Bones every semester. This 


points system is defined as the following: 


Social events are worth 20 dog bones. 


MESA volunteer events count as 30 points for a 4-hour shift, and 50 for a 7-8-hour shift. 


  During the Fall 2017 semester a resume and LinkedIn workshop was hosted by PTS FS 


Beta Gamma chapter. Before resumes were submitted, this workshop provided insight on 


everything from resume presentation to Linkedin formatting. MESA Saturday Academies are held 


one to two times during each semester and are available to be worked in 4 or 8 hour shifts. 


Volunteers in the program, who are all members of campus engineering honor societies, help lead 


competitive science and engineering activities for middle school and high school students. In spring 


2018, we co-hosted a meet-and greet banquet with industry professionals (hosted with the 







Society of Women Engineers). We co-hosted a campus-wide pie-eating event for Pi Day in 


conjunction with Tau Beta Pi. In April, Broomball was hosted as a social event. Tau Beta 


Pi was invited to attend to compete with Pi Tau Sigma at an ice rink that was rented out for 


an entire evening. Every semester, PTS hosts a scavenger hunt social event to give potential 


initiates a chance to get to know members, officers, and other initiates as they compete to solve 


riddles and find various objects around a 300 acre park. After socializing, they are given an hour to 


find as many pieces as possible. The as-cast PTS keys and plaques are distributed to potential 


initiates at the conclusion of the scavenger hunt. This event is mandatory for all potential initiates. 


The finished plaques are turned in on the day of initiation. Toward the end of the semester, a key-


polishing event is held in an effort to give tips on how initiates can produce the shiniest key.  


Top: Broomball held April 2018 


Bottom Left: National PTS 2018 Convention held in Miami - February 2018 


Bottom Right: Spring 2018 scavenger hunt at Woodward Park in Fresno 


 


   
 
 





